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Accreting white dwarfs are responsible for some very 
energetic phenomena - e.g. Type Ia supernovae. But 

more commonly, novae (flashes on white dwarfs).  

• Depending on the rate of mass 
transfer from a companion star to a 
white dwarf (and the mass of the 
white dwarf), you may end up with a 
Chandrasekhar mass scenario Type Ia 
supernova. But more likely, you get a 
nova explosion(s). Most nova 
systems never become supernovae. 


• Novae occur in cataclysmic variables; 
a class of accreting white dwarfs in 
binary star systems. There are the 
more typical ‘hydrogen novae’, but 
there is also a population of ‘helium 
novae’ (less common, e.g. V445 Pup). 
These different novae have different 
progenitors types and population age.  
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Chandrasekhar mass scenario for Type Ia 
supernovae; sometimes called ‘single degenerate’ 
or delayed detonation scenario. These supernova 
progenitors are expected to undergo a nova phase 

before the final explosion.

!Menv of our steady state models because of the lower entropy
in the former for a given M and Ṁ .

The stability of our steady state models is consistent with
previous computations for long-term evolution of accreting white
dwarfs. For example, Sion et al. (1979) found that a 1.2M! white
dwarf accreting at a rate 1.03 ; 10"7M! yr"1 gives rise to repet-
itive hydrogen shell flashes, while a 1.3M! white dwarf accret-
ing at 2.71 ; 10"7 M! yr"1 undergoes stable hydrogen burning.
Paczyński & Żytkow (1978) have also shown that for a 0.8 M!
white dwarf, the stability boundary of the hydrogen-burning shell
is located around Ṁ # 10"7 M! yr"1. Consulting Figures 2 and
4, we can confirm that those evolutionary results agree very well
with our results for steady state models.

4. DISCUSSION

4.1. ‘‘Surface Hydrogen Burning’’ Models

Starrfield et al. (2004) wrote that their surface hydrogen burn-
ing models of mass-accreting 1.25 and 1.35 M! white dwarfs
are thermally stable for accretion rates ranging from 1.6 ; 10"9

to 8.0 ; 10"7 M! yr"1. The stability properties of our steady
state models, however, differ from those of their models. Our
models indicate that the hydrogen-burning shell in the 1.35 M!
model is thermally unstable if the accretion rate is less than 2.5 ;
10"7 M! yr"1 (2.1 ; 10"7 M! yr"1 for 1.25 M!; Fig. 2).

Starrfield et al. (2004) also wrote that the mass accretion onto
the hot white dwarf just after a nova explosion leads to stable
surface hydrogen burning. However, the time-dependent calcu-

lations by Prialnik & Kovetz (1995) indicate that hydrogen ac-
cretion onto hot white dwarfs with interior temperatures of
(1Y5) ; 107 K leads to a shell flash for M = 0.65Y1.4 M!.
In addition to the difference in stability properties, the radii

of Starrfield et al.’s models tend to be smaller than those of our
models (Fig. 5 below). In particular, their highest luminosity
model (M = 1.35 M! and Ṁ = 8 ; 10"7 M! yr"1) has a white
dwarf size, while our results indicate that such a high accretion
rate should produce a star of red giant size (Fig. 4).
These discrepancies are caused by the extremely coarse zon-

ing adopted in Starrfield et al.’s computations. Starrfield et al.
(2004) adopted a surface zone mass of 10"5 M!, which is much
larger than the entire envelope mass of the steady state models
withM = 1.35M! andM = 1.25M!, as seen in Figures 2 and 4.
This means that the envelope of the ‘‘surface hydrogen burning’’
model is approximated by a single zone having a single temper-
ature and density. Furthermore, the ‘‘surface zone’’ is much deeper
than the realistic hydrogen-rich envelope in the steady state model
corresponding to the same white dwarf mass and the accretion
rate.
Table 1 compares the two white dwarf models with M =

1.35 M! accreting hydrogen-rich matter at a rate of Ṁ = 1.6 ;
10"7 M! yr"1. The steady state model calculated in the pres-
ent study has !Menv = 1.4 ; 10"7 M! and log TH(K) = 7.98
(fourth column). For the model in the rightmost column, the mass
of the hydrogen-rich envelope was artificially set to be!Menv =
10"5 M!, which is the same as the ‘‘surface zone mass’’ adopted
by Starrfield et al. (2004). According to equation (9) and T4

H /
PH / !Menv, the temperature at the burning shell [log TH(K) =
8.41] is much higher than those of the steady state models.
Such a high temperature is comparable to that of the surface

zone of Starrfield et al. (2004), fromwhich we see the reasonwhy
they obtained a very high temperature at the ‘‘surface zone.’’ They
treated the envelope between the region of log (1" q) # ("5) "
("22) with a single mass zone, while our steady state models re-
solve the H-rich envelope with #50 mass zones. Obviously, the
zoning adopted by Starrfield et al. is too coarse to obtain a phys-
ically realistic stellar model.
In the heavy-envelope model, the temperature at the hydrogen-

burning shell is so high that all accreted hydrogen burns in one
typical time step to compute mass accretion, as Starrfield et al.
(2004) state: ‘‘it takes less time than the time step (#2 ; 106 s)
for all the infalling hydrogen to burn to helium in this zone.’’ In
this case, the nuclear energy generation rate !n is determined not
by the temperature-dependent nuclear reaction rate but by the
supply rate of nuclear fuel, as

!n ¼
XQṀ

!Menv
: ð10Þ

Despite a temperature as high as log T(K) = 8.41, the energy
generation rate thus determined is !n = 2.2 ; 109 ergs g"1 s"1,
which is much lower than the "-limited reaction rate of the hot
CNO cycle, !" = 6 ; 1013(XCNO/0.01) ergs g"1 s"1. Because
XQṀ /!Menv is constant, being independent of the temperature,
the nuclear burning is stable; it is also steady, as expressed by
equation (1). In other words, the assumed envelope mass!Menv

is too large and hence the temperature at the nuclear burning shell
is too high for the mass accretion rates they assumed. All the ac-
creted hydrogen-rich matter should have been consumed long
before being pushed into a layer as deep asM " Mr # 10"5 M!
(Nariai et al. 1980).

Fig. 4.—Properties of H-burning shells in accreting white dwarfs, shown in
the plane of white dwarf massM vs. accretion rate Ṁ . If the accretion rate is lower
than Ṁstable (solid line), H-burning shells are thermally unstable. Dashed lines
trace the loci of the envelope mass!Menv (M!). For givenM and Ṁ , the envelope
masses of these steady state models are smaller than the envelope masses of the
‘‘ignition’’ models shown in Fig. 9 of Nomoto (1982) because of the higher
entropy in the steady state models compared with the ‘‘ignition’’ models (see text
for more details). In the area between the solid (Ṁstable) and dash-dotted (ṀRG)
lines, the H-burning shell burns steadily and the star is located around the ‘‘knee’’
or the horizontal branch on a steady statewhite dwarfmodel locus.Above the dash-
dotted line for ṀRG, the stellar envelope has expanded to red giant size and a strong
wind occurs. The dotted line indicates the Eddington accretion rate ṀEdd as a
function ofM.
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 Figure: Hydrogen accretion on WDs; Nomoto et al. 2007
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Usually, accreting white dwarfs don’t self-destruct in a SN… they accrete 
material and undergo a number of outbursts (novae) over Myr or Gyr…   
Some novae have been seen to emit gamma rays >100 MeV! 🤔

• Classical novae erupt infrequently (e.g. every 10,000 yrs); 
recurrent novae are observed to have more frequent eruptions 
(~every <100 yrs). However, probably all classical novae would 
be ‘recurrent’, if we live long enough!


• Out of the handful of novae that have been detected in gamma 
rays with Fermi LAT (see Martin et al. 2018, A&A 612, A38), most 
have been of the classical type, with a main sequence donor 
star (see also Prialnik 1986 for theoretical background). 


• Exactly what causes the high energy gamma ray emission is still 
a puzzle (see also Aydi et al. 2020), but a promising model 
involves a fast white dwarf wind colliding with slower-moving 
ejecta material, resulting in shocks and hadronic interactions. 
>100 MeV γ from pion decay; >100 GeV is predicted for >3000 
km/s winds. 



Novae and gamma ray emission 
with future CTA

• Gamma ray emission observed in ~10 novae with Fermi LAT (Martin 
et al. 2018 performed hydrodynamical and shock modelling based 
on Martin and Dubus (2013); i.e. below table). 


• CTA will likely be able to detect accelerated particles in the reverse 
shocks of nova systems that harbour high-velocity winds (>1500 km/
s) with relatively large (~>10-4 Msun) amounts of ejecta. In such cases, 
>100 GeV signals could be observed from these novae, in addition to 
features at different wavelengths (e.g. optical, X-ray synergies).  

Martin et al. 2018

 Table 2



How to quantify numbers? Binary star 
evolution pathways to accreting white dwarfs

L e f t : d iffe re n t e v o l u t i o n a r y 
pathways (formation channels) that 
might lead to the formation of 
explosive binaries (from Postnov 
and Yungelson, Living Reviews, 
“The Evolution of Compact Binary 
Star Systems”.

https://www.emis.de/journals/LRG/Articles/lrr-2014-3/articlese7.html

We figure out which formation 
channe ls a re v i ab le and/o r 
common using numerical methods, 
through rapid binary evolution 
population synthesis, or BPS. 

Obtaining a rate is relatively easy 
for supernovae or kilonovae etc., 
but hard for novae since one 
system may undergo a few, or 100s 
of nova eruptions…



Basic Recipe for Binary Evolution 

Population Synthesis Code

M1,M2,a,eIMF distribution;

mass ratio q

distribution ~1/a

metallicity, stellar wind mass-

loss rates, common envelope 

formalism, magnetic braking, 

natal kicks (NS/BH)

adopted prescriptions 
(not all processes are 

relevant for all 
systems).

adopted initial 
distributions 

which describe 
the orbit. 

distribution ~2e

orbital evolution

tidal interactions: calculate change 

in binary orbital parameters: 

in tandem with stellar evolution.

change in orbital angular momentum: 

output: SNe, GR 

sources, CVs, GRBs 

(post-processing: star 

formation rates; 

calibration)

J̇tid, J̇RLOF, J̇MB, J̇GR
ȧ, ė, �̇1, �̇2

StarTrack BPS code (e.g. Belczynski et al. 2008).
Orbital equations evolved in tandem with stellar evolution.

Orbital separation ‘a’, eccentricity ‘e’, Initial Mass Function (IMF) of stars: chosen via 
Monte Carlo from probability distribution functions that are based on observational data. 



Common Envelope (CE): When a star overfills its Roche lobe and 
transfers mass to a companion star so rapidly such that the 

companion cannot adjust (thermal timescale is too long), both stars 
become engulfed in the envelope of the mass-losing star. This is a 
common envelope. Due to friction/other energy losses, both stars 
spiral in to one another, sometimes merging. Or, mass transfer may 

resume, but be ‘stable’ (no CE). α & λ determine the outcome.

Rapid binary evolution population synthesis (BPS): 
orbital evolution in tandem with stellar evolution.  

ai, ei, qi, M1zams, M2zams -> af, ef, qf, M1f, M2f 

Assumptions about common envelope evolution, etc.

α(
−GMremM2

2af
+

GMgiantM2

2ai
) = −

GMgiantMenv

λRgiant
Thomas Reichardt



Example: Nova rates in M31 (new prediction) 
M31 is a great test-bed for our population models

• Right (from Kemp et al. 2021): 
predicted event rates for hydrogen 
novae in M31 using the Binary_C 
BPS code. Black line represents 
how the event rate changes as a 
function of common envelope 
phase physics (λ, α). Greyscale 
shows currently-estimated nova 
rate from Darnley et al.  


• Galactic novae will likely be less 
frequent but will be brighter. It 
would be great to try to find them 
with CTA. Synergies with Vera 
Rubin or other surveys (cf. Gavin’s 
talk after lunch). 

αCE = 1

λCE as in W2016



Extra Slides



From Fang et al. 2020

(from the WD)

(slower-moving 

ejected material)



A bit about my institution

JOIN OUR ASTROPHYSICS GROUP TO WORK 
ON EXPLODING STARS IN AUSTRALIA’S 

FOR MORE
INFORMATION

• UNSW Canberra is a faculty of the 
University of New South Wales. I am at 
the School of Science at UNSW Canberra 
located at the Australian Defence Force 
Academy. Our School research includes 
Mathematics, Chemistry, Human and 
Environmental Geography, Oceanography 
and Atmospheric Science, Material 
Physics and Astrophysics! 


• Our astrophysics group (myself, Ivo 
Seitenzahl, Warrick Lawson, and PhD 
students starting soon) interests lie in 
stellar astrophysics, in particular 
evolution of interacting binaries, explosive 
nucleosynthesis, supernova remnants, 
supernova progenitors and other 
transients (i.e. connections with the Vera 
C. Rubin observatory/LSST), and Galactic 
gravitational wave sources (e.g. LISA).                                                                                                                                       

2020 ANITA summer school and workshop 

(Australian National Institute for Theoretical Astrophysics)

https://unsw.adfa.edu.au/our-research/astronomy-and-astrophysics


